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INSTRUCTIONS
:: Clothing ::

The main part of the set is the clothing. To load it, browse to your clothing library, located
Damage Inc/Nox Aeterna. In here you will see 4 pieces: A bracer, Shirt, Shorts and Boots. Most of it
works standard, but there are some tricks to a couple things.
Boots:
When you load them, they will automatically bend the feet properly to fit the high heeled boot.
You can choose to lock the feet in place, if using other poses not included... there is also a foot
pose included in case you do lose the foot bend via posing. The included poses account for the
feet bends.
There are also style morphs included for the boots and adjustment morphs as well.
Shirt:
The shirt is pretty straightforward.... nothing really tricky to it at all. It does have some style
morphs included, though, and adjustment morphs.
Shorts:
These have JCM's to control the belt when bending her Left leg to the side. This will dial in
automatically, but keep in mind... if you are using the short shorts morph with the leg side bend,
you will need to additionally dial in “Shorts Shorter- Adj Belt” as this will fix the poke that
occurs when the shorts are really short (you don't need to use it otherwise)
in addition, like the other pieces, this too has adjustment morphs to it.
Bracer:
There is only one of these, to lend to the outfits asymmetry... and it goes on the right arm. You
will find this piece with the others, in the clothing folder.
It works pretty standard, as there isn’t much to it. But there is a morph to fit it to her arm itself
(as opposed to the sleeve, as it is in default) this morph you will use when you want to use it with a
different shirt entirely.
Using the ZIPPERS:
The shirt and the shorts have zippers. What's more, is that they function via morphs. The thing to
note, however, is that there are limitations to this function.
For instance, they will not look right when half dialed in... you have to use them dialed in fully
or none at all. This is mostly because there is no perfect way to morph it, so that it slowly unzips,
and slowly opens at the same time (the minute you make the top wider, it will throw it off
somewhere down the line) So you can't use them that way. But, there are two unzip morphs - one
that's open a little bit, and one that is fully open all the way
The next limitation you will encounter, is when using them and dialing in genesis 2 female's
morphs. Excessively bulky ones are the worst (or any that deform the area the zipper unzips to, to a
great degree) What will happen in these scenarios, is the dangly bit on the zipper you use to pull it
up and down, will shift away from the zipper. To fix this issue, I have also included zipper
translation morphs – which will only control the dangly bit of the zipper. This will help you
realign it, so that its sitting properly on the zipper itself.
You may, however, still encounter some issues (for instance, the teeth disappearing into the cloth
in certain scenarios) This actually comes down to the smoothing that's enabled on the shorts (if
you turn off smoothing, it will fix the problem – but you may encounter poke in places, which you
can use adjustment morphs to fix)
Using styles in conjunction with character morphs may also cause some poke. In these instances,
you can use the adjustment morphs to fix them (sadly, there is no way to make it one size fits all)

The Weapons:

What assassin would be complete without weapons? There are a few included (which are located in
the same directory, in the weapons folder) But much like the clothing, there are some tricks to be
aware of.
Thigh Holster:
There is a thigh holster (as well as its own dagger, which I'll get to next) This conforms to
Genesis 2 female and the holster itself can be rotated a little if needed. The holster itself is a
selectable region, so you can click it in your scene window. There are also adjustment morphs, in
case you need them (including one that fits it tighter to the thigh)
Also of note, you will notice this fits a little bit big. This is to account for jcms that fire when
you bend the leg left, and twist the leg. At full side bend, you will notice the straps become large
in the front and back. Sadly, I could not make it fit at full bend and fit at partial bend... so I opted
for it to work for both, which makes the straps big when its bent all the way. To fix this, you will
have to use the adjustment morphs for the straps. In particular, there is a morph that's called
“FitTight-LLegBendLeft” that is to be used in conjunction with the left leg side bend (to make it fit
with the jcm) There is also a morph called “Holster-Fit Tighter” that works in most scenarios.
Unfortunately, the jcm's will not work with every morph. In this case, you will need to use
adjustment morphs for the leg straps.
You can use the holster when bending the left leg fully to the left side... but you can't have the
dagger loaded in it (as it will poke into her side)
Thigh Holster Dagger:
In order to load this, you must first select the holster group on the thigh holster itself (you
can select it via the scene, as it's a selectable region) then simply click its icon to load it in the
holster, or drag and drop it to the holster (not genesis 2 female) This dagger isn't a prop, but a
conformer (because it generally works better this way and makes it easier on you guys) and the
dagger conforms directly to the thigh holster itself. If you don't click the holster first or
otherwise drag it to the holster, it will kick up the unsupported window, and not conform
properly.
As a conformer, it will follow the holsters motions and morphs. There are additionally
rotation/translation morphs on it, so you can further adjust if need be (but it has morphs for all
the existing female morphs for genesis 2 female, so they will work effortlessly)
Daggers (Props)
These are the only props in the set. You will notice there are 4 dagger files (not including the
holster dagger) and what they do is explained below.
L and R Hand Daggers – These parent to the left and right hands of genesis, with the blade
pointing upward.
L and R Hand Daggers Down – These also parent to the Left and Right hands... but point
downward, so you can actually stab with them, rather than jab.
To load these so the parents take effect, be sure to have genesis 2 female selected in your scene
before loading each one. There are hand poses included for them (but the included poses for the
daggers already account for them – the pose for the hands are only included just in case) Also
note, the poses for the dagger utilize both up and down options... so take careful note. (see pose
section for more)

MATERIALS:
The materials are right in the folder, with the clothing, neatly tucked in its own folder. They are
separated by the two sets: Stellum Obscurum (dark star) and Sanguinis Libidinus (blood lust)
there are matching materials for everything located in this folder (though, you could mix them
too, if you want) this includes the weapons.

POSES:

Last but not least, Poses. There are a few utility poses (such as the left and right hands for the
daggers, and the high heeled foot pose) and then there are 20 other poses. These are all located in
the poses folder, located in the nox aeterna clothing folder.
Poses 1-10 are pin-up styled poses. They are intended to be stand alone, general poses. Pose 08,
however, mimics as though she is unzipping her shirt (and works with the zipper open morph on
the shirt aka the partial open one.... but it will not work on zipper fully open)
The other 10 of them work with the daggers (5 for upward daggers, 5 for downward daggers)
They are labeled with what daggers they work with.... but Poses 11-15 are for the Upward Daggers,
15-20 are for Downward Daggers. Pose 11, however, is the only one that utilizes only one dagger
(the right dagger, facing up)
Of course, you are not bound to what I have provided for poses. Since the hand poses are included
in the set, you can feel free to change em up, or even use completely different poses. The poses also
account for the high heeled foot pose, for having the boots in the set loaded. If you are using
them without high heeled boots, you will have to zero the feet/toes.
On a final note, you must have limits turned off for these poses to work properly.

:: other notes & requirements :

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and
add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.
This set does not support the teens or children

texture resolutions:
textures are 2048 x 2048
These are fairly high poly meshes at base level (esp the clothing) so that proper wrinkling could be
achieved. I chose to do it this way, instead of adding subd to it, because its more optimized to only
have certain parts high poly rather than the entirety (which would be unnecessary)

promotional credits:
●
●
●
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Kross Court, Prompt fantasy and Fantasy Musings by Danie and Marforno at Renderosity
DAZ Dragon 3
DAZ Big Cat 2
Dea Araneam hair by me @ DAZ

:: quick reference troubleshooting :
• Select the holster group on the thigh holster before loading its dagger (otherwise, it will kick

up the unsupported dialog, and not conform properly)
• if using the left leg side bend and the shorts – shorter morph, you must also use shorts shorter-

adj belt morph to fix the belt poke.
• To load the parented daggers, select genesis 2 female in the scene before loading each one

For further details on what is mentioned here, please see each section in the pdf.

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

